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OS X Mountain Lion Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		OS X was first released to the public over a decade ago as Mac
	
		OS X Beta (code-named Kodiak). The decade after that saw
	
		Mac OS X go from an interesting oddity unsuited to daily work
	
		to a usable operating system with little third-party support to
	
		everything most people want out of an operating system and a...
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Introduction to Continuum Mechanics, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Continuum Mechanics is a branch of physical mechanics that describes the macroscopic mechanical behavior of solid or fluid materials considered to be continuously distributed. It is fundamental to the fields of civil, mechanical, chemical and bioengineering. This time-tested text has been used for over 35 years to introduce junior and...
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Smart Design: First International Conference ProceedingsSpringer, 2012

	Good product designs merge materials, technology and hardware into a unified user experience; one where the technology recedes into the background and people benefit from the capabilities and experiences available. By focusing on functional gain, critical awareness and emotive connection, even the most multifaceted and complex technology can...
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Calculus DeMYSTiFieD, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Calculus is one of the milestones of Western thought. Building on ideas of Archimedes, Fermat, Newton, Leibniz, Cauchy, and many others, the calculus is arguably the cornerstone of modern science. Any well-educated person  should at least be acquainted with the ideas of calculus, and a scientifically literateperson must know calculus...
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Circuit Analysis I with MATLAB Computing and Simulink/SimPowerSystems ModelingOrchard Publications, 2009

	This text is an introduction to the basic principles of electrical engineering and covers DC and AC circuit analysis and Transients. It is intended for all engineering majors and presumes knowledge of first year differential and integral calculus and physics. The last two chapters include step-by-step procedures for the solutions of simple...
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Look Both Ways: Help Protect Your Family on the InternetMicrosoft Press, 2006
Learn the 14 ways in which you can help make the Internet a safer place for you and your family. You teach your children to look both ways before crossing the street. You tell them not to talk to strangers. But do you really know how to teach them to safely use the Internet? In this book, Linda Criddle, a leading child safety expert, offers a...
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Integral Transforms and Their Applications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006
Keeping the style, content, and focus that made the first edition a bestseller, Integral Transforms and their Applications, Second Edition stresses the development of analytical skills rather than the importance of more abstract formulation. The authors provide a working knowledge of the analytical methods required in pure and applied mathematics,...
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The Conductive Organization: Building Beyond SustainabilityButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
An organization's culture lies at the heart of its ability to perform. In the knowledge economy, new rules are emerging and organizations must rethink how they will compete by leveraging their tacit knowledge - their intangible assets - in order to create and sustain a strategic advantage. In this book, Hubert Saint-Onge and Charles Armstrong, two...
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The Microsoft DirectX 9 Programmable Graphics PipelineMicrosoft Press, 2003
Interactive 3-D graphics is one of the most rapidly advancing technologies ever applied to entertainment. The clear trend of increasing entertainment richness and sophistication that started with the era of Pong shows no sign of slowing. 

Over the next few years, the visual quality and realism of interactive 3-D graphics will grow to...
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Sphinx Search Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	This book will serve as a guide to everything that you need to know about running a Sphinx Search Engine. In today's world, search is an integral part of any application; a reliable search engine like Sphinx Search can be the difference between running a successful and unsuccessful business. What good is being on the web if no one knows...
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Energy SecretVermilion, 1970

	WHEN I FIRST started working as a nutritionist in elite sport

	over a decade ago, the most common thing I would hear from

	athletes was: ‘James, I’m here because Coach says I need to

	lose weight.’





	Fortunately things have moved on just a little since then.

	Nutrition has become an integral part of...
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Functions of Matrices: Theory and Computation (Other Titles in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 2008
This superb book is timely and is written with great attention paid to detail, particularly in its referencing of the literature. The book has a wonderful blend of theory and code (MATLABÂ®) so will be useful both to nonexperts and to experts in the field. --Alan Laub, Professor, University of California, Los Angeles     
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